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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the u and T-matrices, the weakly sign symmetric matrices, the R- 
and V-matrices, and the matrices c-equivalent o au M-matrix or to a real matrix with 
nonpositive off-diagonal elements, can all be characterized by the same determinautal 
inequality, which we call a generalized Fan inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been shown by Fan [6] that M-matrices satisfy several determinantal 
inequalities, which are generalized versions of the well-known Hadamard- 
Fischer inequality. We show that a further generalization of these inequalities 
allows a unified characterization of the classes u(n), r(,, (e.g. Engel and 
Schneider [5]), the weakly sign symmetric matrices (e.g. Kotelyanskii [lo]), 
the classes R(,,,V&, (e.g. Mehrmann [ll]), and the M-matrices (or the real 
matrices) with nonpositive off-diagonal elements. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
By Iw(C) we denote the real (complex) field; by Iw”,” (6 “2 “) the real 
(complex) n X n matrices. 
For apositiveintegern, weset (n):={l,...,n} andforAEC”s”and 
0C P, Y C (n), we denote by A[p] the matrix [aij], with i, j E p (A[p] E 
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Q:1”111”1, where 1~1 denotes the cardinality of p), and by A [ p 1 v] the matrix 
[aij], i E p, j E v. For A E Cnv”, 0~ p G (n), and t E R, we set A,[p]: = 
(A - tZ)[p], where Z denotes the identity matrix. We denote by a(A) the 
spectrum of A, and by p(A): = max{ [XII A E a(A)} the spectral radius of A, 
and furthermore we set 
Z(A): = 
min(a(A)nR) if a(A)nlR ~0, 
co otherwise. 
DEFINITION 1. A matrix A = [aij] EC”*” is called 
(1) a Zmutrix (A E Z(,,) if A = aZ - B, with (Y E R and B a nonnegative 
matrix (B > 0), 
(2) an M-maMx (A E MC,,) if A = CXZ - B with B > 0 and (Y > p(B), 
(3) weakly sign symmetric (A E KC,,) if all principal minors of A are real 
and 
detA[pIv]detA[vIp] a0 
vP,vG(n), with O+Ipl=Ivl=Ipu~yI-1, (2.1) 
(4) an~~trix(A~w(,))ifZ(A[~])<oo vp~(n),p#0, and Z(A[p]) 
G I(A[vl) Vv G P, ~1, v + 0, 
(5) a r-matrix (A E T(,>) if A E w(“) and Z(A[(n)])> 0, 
(6) an R-matrix (A E R(,,) if for all p, v c (n), p, v # 0, and all t E R 
such that aU principal minors of A,[p u v] are nonnegative, 
detA,[p]detA,[v]>detA,[pUv]detA,[pnv] (2.2) 
(we always use the convention det A[ 01: = l), 
(7) a V-matrix (A E V&,) if A E R(,) and 
detA[p] >O VP G (n). 
Following Engel and Schneider [4], we give the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.
(a) Let 12 be an integer, n 2 2. A sequence of distinct integers (iI,. . . , ik) 
withi,E(n) VZ=l,..., k, k > 2, is called a cycle. If k = n, then the cycle is 
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called j&a. The set of all full cycles in a set of integers p is denoted by I’,. For 
A = [aii] E C “,nandacycley=(i,,..., ik), we call H,(A) = u~,~,u+~ * * . aiki, 
a cyclic' product. 
8 (A c-equivu- (b) For A, B EC”,~, A = [uij] and B = [bij], we say A ; 
lent to B) if 
H,(A) = HI,@) forallcyclesyin (n), 
uii = bii Vi E (n). 





3. CHARACTERIZATION OF CLASSES OF MATRICES 




Although at first glance the classes of matrices defined in Section 2 look 
quite different and the relationship is not clear offhand, there exist several 
results, by different authors, indicating the relationship (e.g. Engel and 
Schneider [5], Carlson [3], Gantmacher and Krein [7]). A survey of results on 
the above classes, in particular the classes R<,,,V<,,, is given in Mehrmann 
[ll]. The main purpose of this paper is to characterize (and classify) all the 
above classes by the same determinantal inequality, which we give as follows: 
Let AEC”~” have all principal minors real. Let pi,. . . ) pk, k > 2, be a 
collection of k subsets of (n), and let U c R. Consider the following 
generulized Fun inequality for all t E U: 
By specifying k, pl,. . . , pk, and U in (3.1), we can now characterize all classes 
(l)-(7) defined in Section 2. The characterization of u(n) is due to Engel and 
Schneider [5, p. 1631. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A E C”,“. Then A E a(,,> ifiA has all principal minors 
real, and the generalized Fan inequality (3.1) holds for any two disjoint 
subsets pl, pz G (n) and all t E U = {t E R 1 all principal minors of 
A,[pI U p2] are nonnegative}. 
For Kc,,) the characterization is due to Carlson [3, p. 1251, and in slightly 
stronger forms to Hershkowitz and Berman [9] and Green [8, p. 3561. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E C”,” have all principal minors real and positive. 
Then A E EC<,,, i$f the generalized Fan inequality (3.1) holds for any two 
subsetsof(n)andalltEU={O}. 
By definition, A E II<,,) iff (3.1) holds for any two subsets pL1, pLz c (n) 
andalltEU={tERj allprincipalminorsofA,[~,U~a]arenonnegative}. 
The classes o+), R(,), K&, = {A E Kc,) ]all principal minors of A are 
positive} are invariant under the relation ; , but Z,,, is not. Thus, since we 
only consider determinants here, we characterize ZT,,, instead of Z(,). 
THEOREM 3. Let A E C”,“. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) All principal minors of A are real and 
(-l)‘“‘+’ c II,(A)<0 V,u~(n), IpLJ>l. (3.2) 
Y E rfi 
(ii) A E I?:,,,. 
(iii) All principal minors of A are real, and for any finite collection of 
subsets of(n), pl,..., ~L,k~2,andallt~V={t~R~allprincipalmirwrs 
of A,[UfC’=lpi] are nonnegative}, the generaked Fan inequality (3.1) holds. 
Proof. (i) e (ii): This part of the proof is given by Theorem 6.6 in Engel 
and Schneider [5, p. 1731. 
(ii) * (iii): By a result of Fan [6, p. 471, we have that for any A E MC,) 
and for any finite collection of subsets of (n) and for t = 0, (3.1) holds. Let 
A E z;,,), PI,..., pk _C (n), where k 2 2, and let 6: =Ufzlpi. If t E R is such 
that all principal minors of A,[61 are nonnegative, then A, [ 61 E M&,). 
Hence, there exists B E Mcls,) with B 7 A,[6]. Thus (3.1) holds for I?, and we 
have (iii). 
(iii) * (ii): Assume (iii) holds, and define the following two functions: For 
PC(n) and vGplet 
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#‘(A,,p,v)= n detA,[p\a]. 
acv 
14 odd 
Consider the following collection of subsets of (n): pLi = p \ {ii} for j = 
1 ,..., k, where v= {ir ,..., i, }. Then (iii) implies that for all t E !R such that 
all principal minors of At [ p] are nonnegative, 
~“(A,,~,v)~~~(A~,~,v). (3.3) 
Define the polynomial 
We wit show that for aff CL, v c (n> with v G p, p,,,(t) is a polynomial of 
degree at most 
and the coefficient of (- t)” is ( - 1)1’1+2Z, E r,II,( A). Then (iii) implies that 
for t + - co, PP, ,(t ) + co. Hence, for p = v we get (- 1)1”1+2Cy E rplI,,( A) a 0 
and therefore we have (ii). 
We show by induction that Pp,y has the stated form. First, we show that 
for n > 2 and all v G p= (n) with Iv1 = 2, P,,” is of degree at most 2n -4 and 
the coefficient of ( - ,)2n- 4 is ( - 1)4C, E rVII,( A). 
Let v= {i,j}, i#j. Then, 
P,,,tt)=~DtA,,~,v)-~NtA,,~L,v) 
=detA,[~L{i}]detA,[~\{j}]-detA,[p]detA,[p\{i,j}] 
=(-~)2”-4(niiajj-detA[{i,j}])+O(t2”~5) (as t+oo) 
=(-t)2”-4(-1)2”-4aijaji+O(ta”-s) 
= (- t)2n-4( - 1)‘“‘+2 c I-I,(A), (3.4) 
Y E r, 
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since 
Now assume that Vpc(n), lpl=k>2, and Vvcp, Ivl=j<k-1, 
P,, ,(t ) is a polynomial of degree at most 
and the coefficient of ( - t)q is (- 1)1’1+2C, ErVII,(A). Then consider p G (n), 
lpl=k, Icp, (F(=j+l, ii,\v= {p}. Wehave 
- n detA,[p\a]. fl detA,[p\a] 
crcv ncl 
By our inductive assumption, we have that degree P,, ,(t) is at most 
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and degreeP, , Ip), ,( t) is at most 
(i)(k-s-l) -j. 1 
Similarly, degree @(A,, CL, V) is at most 
and degreeGN(A,, CL \ { p}, v) is at most 
Therefore, degree PF, &t) is at most 
1 -j 
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By our inductive assumption we have furthermore that the highest coeffi- 
cients of P,,,(t) and P,.(,),,(t) are equal. The highest coefficients of 
+N(A,> CL, y) and #‘(A,> PL, Y are 1. Hence, Pp, &t) is a polynomial of degree ) 
at most 
(’ 1 j;’ (k-s) -j-l. 
It remains to show that the coefficient of (- t)ql- ’ is ( - 1)1’1+‘C, E ,-,111( A). 
Observe that the coefficient of (- t)ql- ’ remains the same if we set all 
diagonal elements of A equal to 0. To see this, consider A = A - diag (a,, ). 
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Then, 
This follows by using (3.5). By our inductive assumption, each of these four 
terms has a degree at most 
[ 
‘“‘+l Ivl+ 1 
c ( s 
0 
:e”ven 
)(lal-s) -(l~l+l)-~=sr2* 1 
Hence, the sum of the four products has the same degree, too. Therefore, the 
coefficient of ( - t)41- ’ contains only products of offdiagonal elements. Still, 
there might be products of cyclic products of order less than IYI+ 1, such that 
the order of the product is IY~+ 1. However, this cannot happen, as we show 
by a combinatorial argument. 
Let (a,,..., (Ye) be an I-tuple of subsets of p, with CX~ c p and Iail = ki 
vi = 1, * . . , I, and let Cf,rk, = IFI = j + 1, Only products of the form II,,(A) 
. ..~I.I(A)withyi~r,,Vi=l,..., 1 can occur in the coefficient of ( - t )ql - ’ 
in P,,?(t). We show that, except for the case 2 = 1 and (or = F, all these 
possible products occur equally often in $J~(A,, p, it) and $?(A,, p, P), with 
the same sign. Therefore these products vanish when we take +” - #“. This 
implies that the coefficient of (- t)41p1 is - (- l)I”I+‘C, E r,lI,(A), since 
these products occur only in +“. 
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We have to count now how often a tuple (a,, . . . ,a,) occurs, i.e., how 
often there are sets p \ pi in @’ and (P” such that /Ii + pj Vi z j, i, j E 
{L...,l}, and(~\\i)~aiQi=l,...,Z.Foranyai~~wehave 
#“(A,,p,v)= fl detA,[p\a]. n detA,[p\a] 
UCl LYGl 
1q eYen Ial even 
a, c (I 0 # Iq n 011~ ki 




The cyclic products of order Iail in ai can only occur in those determinants 
det A, [p \ a] with ai n a = 0. Now let 9i : = Jai n PI. Then there are 
j+l-qi 
Ei j+l-qi s=o j+l-9ims )= :( (j+l,-qi) 
s even s even 
subsets p \ a of p with a G t, IcxI even, a 2 ai. Similarly for +“, we have that 
there are 
sodd 
subsets ,U \ (Y of /.L with (Y G P, 1~~1 odd, Cyi G (Y. But 
j~'(j+lg_9i)= :( (j+i-“i)_ 
s=l 
sodd s even 
Let now 
and for q = { j,, . . . , ' times a product n t.)C {l,...,l} let %:=lJIz~pjae lhn, the nmFeof 
Yl ,...,I'&l(A> occu in + 1s ~vc~l,...,~~(-l)l~ll nvq, 
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and similarly for +” the number is C, c (r,.., II( - l)lVlt’nOv,, by a usual 
inclusion-exclusion argument. We have seen above that nQ = n”v,. Thus, we 
have that the highest coefficient of Pp,i is of the form wan&d. By induction, 
thisresultthenholdsforaJl~~((n)andallv~~. w 
We have not characterized r(,), v(,,, M<““> by (3.1) yet, but this is always 
a simple corollary of the corresponding results on aCn), R(,), Zin,. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A E C”,“. Then A E r(,,, iff all principal minors of A 
are real and the gewralized Fan inequality (3.1) holds for any two disjoint 
~r,~s--~ (n) and all t EU= {t ER la11 principal minors ofAt[~r~~s] are 
nonnegative } and 0 E U. 
Proof. The proof follows directly by Theorem 1 above and Theorem 3.6 
of Engel and Schneider [5, p. 1611, where it is shown that for A E m(n) the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A E r(,), 
(ii) detA[~]>/Oforalf~=(n),~#Z. w 
COROLLARY 2. Let A E C”,“. Then A E MT,,, iffall principal minors of 
A are real and the generalized Fan inequality (3.1) holds for any finite 
collection of subsets of (n),~,,..., pk ka2, and all tEU={tERIall 
principal minors of A, [uF= I,ui] are nonnegative } and 0 E U. 
Proof. The proof is clear by Theorem 3 and the fact that A E MC,) iff 
A E Z(,) and all principal minors of A are nonnegative (e.g., Berman and 
Plemmons [2, p. 1491). n 
The characterization of I’(,,, is given by definition. 
Another immediate consequence of the above results is: 
Proof. All inclusions follow directly by the above result except for the 
case V& 
Berman 91. ! 
= r(,) nK(,). This follows by Theorem 2 in Hershkowitz and 
n 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As we have shown in Section 3, there is a unifying characterization of the 
classes defined in Section 2. Unfortunately the condition (3.1) is very hard to 
check for an arbitrary matrix A E C”fn. It would be very helpful to have a 
correspondence between (3.1) and eigenvahre properties Iike those defining 
r(,,. A partial result in this direction, a necessary condition on the smallest 
real eigenvalues of the principal submatrices of A E V(,,,, wiIl be given in a 
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